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Fueled by the help of the Internet, more and more tourists nowadays tend to 

plan trips by themselves in order to have trip plans that meet their preferences 

and convenience perfectly. However, tourists may face some problems when 

they plan a trip by themselves, which makes the whole trip planning process 

challenging and tiring. These problems include extensive tourism information, 

manually constructing an itinerary for a trip and difficulty in satisfying the 

needs of all trip participants. Therefore, a web-based trip planning system is 

proposed in this project to solve all these problems in order to help tourists in 

planning their desired trips more effectively and efficiently. This system will 

help users to search for attractions and restaurants in Southeast Asian 

countries faster by providing filtering and prioritizing features. This system 

also facilitates the decision-making process of tourists when choosing places 

to visit and restaurants by utilizing the power of word-of-mouth (reviews). 

Besides, this system will aid tourists by reducing the need to manually 

construct the itinerary for a trip. The k-means clustering algorithm will be 

used to auto-arrange the trip itinerary to ensure places close to each other are 

arranged to be visited on the same day so that tourists can save on 

unnecessary transport costs and time. Lastly, this system promotes 

collaborative trip planning by providing a platform for all the participants in a 

trip to discuss and plan their trip together. 
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1. Introduction 

The tourism sector has a great influence in the growth and income of countries in Southeast Asia. According 

to UNWTO and GTERC [1], Asia and the Pacific region earned a whopping USD418 billion in tourism 

receipts in 2015 and Southeast Asia being one of the sub-regions accounted for 26% of those total tourism 

receipts. In the year 2016, the total international tourist arrivals in Southeast Asia has increased about 8% and 
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reached a total of 113.3 million arrivals [1]. This shows that more and more people like travelling and many 

countries in Southeast Asia have benefited from the growth in tourism.  

 

Internet has granted users access to a vast pool of information. Due to this, more and more tourists prefer to 

plan their trips themselves using the information available online to save on the commission paid to travel 

agents and have more flexibility in choosing places to visit and restaurants at a destination. However, tourists 

may face some problems while planning their trips by themselves.  

 

Januszewska, Jaremen and Nawrocka [2] claimed that tourism is an information-intensive industry. Although 

there are many online or printed resources which provide information for people to plan their trips, trip 

planning is still a time-consuming and tiring task as these resources are overloaded with extensive information 

which may be irrelevant and may provide too many options without taking their needs and preferences into 

account. Moreno, Sebastia & Vansteenwegen [3] mentioned that the huge amount of online tourism 

information has made trip preparation very challenging. While dealing with extensive information, it is time 

consuming for people to find out the relevant information for deciding the places to visit and restaurants for a 

trip. Luz et al. [4] stated that another problem of this huge amount of information is that trip participants are 

unaware of each other’s presence and do not give complete information about the places they describe. 

Tourists would have to search through multiple resources in order to gather the right amount of information 

they need.  

 

Tourists hesitate about the places they “should go” and “should not be missed out” at a destination if too many 

options are provided. The study done by Park and Jang [5] has mentioned that “choice overload” happens in 

tourism and having more than 22 options will probably cause people to make no choices at all or experience 

regret. Tourists regret if they had chosen places which they found unworthy of visiting later on in the trip.  

After finding out the right places to go, tourists also have to spend time on planning the itinerary of the trip. 

Tourists are unable to visit every single tourist spot in their travel destination due to time constraints. 

However, it is also difficult for tourists to come up with an optimal itinerary when they plan to visit unfamiliar 

places [6]. Lim [7] also mentioned that creating an itinerary of sequential attractions and restaurants is a 

tedious task as there are many considerations to be made when planning the itinerary such as time availability 

and starting/ending points. Besides, the information gathering process and itinerary constructing process 

includes much tedious manual work. Tourists may first search for places they would like to visit and record 

these places manually. After that, tourists may construct the itinerary on a spreadsheet or a document and 

input the gathered information into the itinerary manually, which is a time-consuming process. After the 

itinerary is ready, the tourist has to also share it with other participants of the trip and answer their queries.  

 

Lastly, organising a trip which best satisfies all participants is a challenge when planning a trip. Dareddy [8] 

mentioned that people normally travel in groups but existing travel recommendation systems focus on meeting 

the preference of a single person rather than all the participants in a trip. Lim [7] also mentioned that it is 

challenging for travel agencies to group tourists into a group as the suggested tour may not meet the 

preferences of all group members. The reason is that people traveling in a group may have different or even 

conflicting preferences on the type of attractions and restaurants they wish to visit in a trip. Another reason 

that makes group trip planning difficult is the lack of communication between the trip organiser and the 

participants in the trip. Sometimes, the trip organiser does not know the preferences of other participants in the 

trip even though the organiser wants to satisfy them. On the other hand, participants in a trip may not know 

what has been planned and decided by the trip organiser until the organiser is finished with the planning and 

shares the results with them. In other words, other participants in a trip are unable to be actively involved in 

the trip planning and give their suggestions.   

2. Review on Existing System 

In this section, three similar systems which share similar features with the proposed system are studied and 

compared to determine their benefits and limitations in trip planning. The research result is used to improve 

the proposed system. 
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2.1. TripAdvisor 

TripAdvisor is the world’s largest travel site founded in 2000 with an average of 415 million monthly unique 

visitors and more than 500 million reviews for over 7 million airlines, accommodations, attractions and 

restaurants worldwide [9]. TripAdvisor is well-known as the largest travel review site and is a powerful tool 

for helping travelers to decide where to stay, where to visit, where to eat and how to fly by providing the 

opinions and past experiences of peer travelers.  

 

The benefit of using TripAdvisor for trip planning is that it utilizes word of mouth (reviews) to facilitate the 

decision making process. It combines all the necessary elements that comprise a trip, which are flights, 

accommodation, restaurants and attractions. Travelers can search for the information and reviews of all these 

elements in TripAdvisor without having to visit multiple websites to gather the needed information. Another 

good thing is that TripAdvisor partnered with many airlines, travel agents and booking agents to provide 

booking services. Travelers can book for flights, tours and accommodations. To make the searching easier, 

TripAdvisor utilizes different recommendation approaches in different aspects. For example, when users 

search and view a hotel, similar hotels will be recommended for comparison purposes (content-based 

recommendation). If the users search for restaurants or attractions, nearby restaurants and attractions will be 

recommended (location-based recommendation). Besides, when users search for hotels, restaurants and 

attractions, they can filter the options based on their needs and preferences and prioritize the results according 

to the ranking of the places. As mentioned by Luz et al. [4], registered users of TripAdvisor will have trip 

folders which store the notes, links and places to visit for all their trips. This will let users to keep track and 

manage all their trips easier. Luz et.al [4] also mentioned that registered users can also create a map which 

marks the places they would like to visit.  

 

The limitation of TripAdvisor is that it is for satisfying the needs and preferences of a single user when 

making recommendations of places to stay, visit and eat. However, people normally travel in groups. Besides, 

although there are many features provided by TripAdvisor, but this also make the display of contents look 

rather messy. The filtering process includes many steps as there are many filtering criteria that are very 

specific. For example, a user first chooses sights & landmarks as type of attraction, the user then chooses the 

type of sights & landmarks he/she wants to visit. For people who cannot specify clearly their preference, they 

may feel confused. 

 

2.2. TripHobo 

TripHobo is a platform which does trip planning that help users to draft trips on places, restaurants and 

package tours from over 90,000 cities around the world. It is an online application where it functions as a one-

stop center for all the travel requirements covering places of interest, planning itineraries, package tours and 

ground arrangement such as accommodations and local transportation. If the places are not available on the 

current list, users can add a place directly from Google as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Users are able to 

customize their itineraries by registering as members. Alternatively, users could share their travel plans with 

others by registering via Facebook accounts. Itineraries are shareable on Google+ and Twitter platforms as 

well [10].  

 

The interface is user friendly with drag and drop features, adding trips to the selected days, and adding days 

and route optimization. Although the route optimization would be able to provide notification that the 

itineraries are almost full for the day and user could not add more, it does not have any function to group 

nearby places into the same day of visit as shown in Figure 3. TripHobo is able to estimate the distance and 

travel time from one location to the other, as well as indicate the opening and closing times for each place. 

However, the planning does estimate the time spent by the users at each place. The estimated time is however 

a minimum time to the tourist, of which some tourist may find this to be of too little time and may need to use 

own judgement to adjust the time accordingly. 
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Figure 1. TripHobo user’s detailed itineraries 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2. TripHobo itineraries with recommended timings 
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Figure 3. TripHobo summarised itineraries for all days 

 

 

2.3. Sygic 

Sygic Travel Map website application allows users to make itineraries for places, attractions, hotels, 

restaurants or shops directly onto the map. The strong feature is the Web Route Planner which allows users to 

generate a trip easily on the computer and then send it to the Sygic GPS Navigation app [11].  

The GPS data is collected from connected personal navigation devices, commercial fleet GPS devices, mobile 

phone signals, road sensors, smartphones, and journalistic data and car dashboard systems. Furthermore, the 

website receives real-time traffic information, based on data from TomTom Traffic. The information, which is 

updated every 2 minutes is collected from more than 400 million drivers, therefore future travelers would have 

the most accurate and up-to-the-minute information [12].  

The maps.sygic.com is filled with millions of Places (POIs) so that users can pick the places that they are keen 

to visit. The database consists of interactive virtual reality content with at least 5,000 unique 360° travel 

videos and photos around the world. The website contains all the important details about opening hours, ticket 

prices, etc. [11].  

 

The trip planning functions of the website allows users to customize their itineraries by registering as 

members, including via Facebook or Gmail. The interface is user friendly when it comes to adding trips to the 

selected days, and adding days and zooming into the map. The maps are in vibrant colours, pictured with brief 

information about places and the place icons on the map. While adding the itineraries to the day, the map 

would point to the location and provide a visual line linking it to the other new location(s) if those locations 

are also picked as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Should the users pick several locations (which are available 

through several categories such as sightseeing, outdoor, restaurants, accommodation and many others), the 

website would auto arrange to optimize the route in that day. The route optimization however is not able to 

provide notification that the itineraries are almost full for the day and users could just go on to add more 

places. It also does not have any function to group nearby places into the same day of visit. Meaning it would 

optimize the route only within that day, not during the 5 days trip (For example if the user has selected a 5-day 

trip). Sygic is able to estimate the distance and travel time from one location to the other and indicate the 

opening and closing times for each place. However, the planning does estimate the time spent by the users at 

each place, which might not be ideal for all users. As shown in Figure 6, the route spans to more than 700km 

into another island and the tour expanded to more than 20 hours within a single day of visit. 

 

http://maps.sygic.com/
http://www.sygic.com/blog/2018/big-news-brand-new-website-app
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Figure 4. Sygic itineraries with suggested route according to GPS navigations 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Sygic suggested route with time of journey 
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Figure 6. Sygic itineraries with no set time limit at locations 

 

 

2.4. Facebook 

According to Statista (2017), the world’s most popular social network site ranked by the number of 

active users is Facebook with 2.05 billion active users [13]. As stated by Rahman (2017), Facebook is a social 

network that connects people with their friends and family or those who share common interests. Rahman 

(2017) further explained that Facebook Page is where Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) promotes 

destinations and attract more and more tourists by listing business details, recent events, locations in map, 

links to its official website, photos and video galleries [14]. Facebook is a place for tourists to get inspiration 

for a new trip. Besides DMO, when a normal user shares his/her experience at a travel destination, it helps to 

advertise the destination indirectly to the user’s friends on Facebook. 

The good thing of using Facebook in trip planning is that it allows users to create a group for 

discussion. The admin of the created group can add more people into the same group to discuss and plan a trip 

together. People in the group can share posts, links, images, files and many other things that might be useful 

for the trip planning. They can also discuss all the issues about the trip in the group such as transport, flights 

booking, accommodation booking, car rental and more. Besides, one of the group members may upload the 

itinerary that he/she had prepared and let other group members discuss about it. They may create a poll and let 

members vote for where to go and what to eat. In short, Facebook facilitates collaborative trip planning. 

The limitation of Facebook is that it does not focus on the tourism domain [4]. Useful features for trip 

planning such as itinerary planner and booking features are not provided. It only makes the group trip 

discussions easier. 
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Table 1(a) Comparison of Trip Applications (part 1) 
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Table 1(b) Comparison of Trip Applications (part 2) 

 
 

 

3. Survey on functional needs for trip advisory and planning system 

 

A survey has been conducted on random users in Malaysia. The survey is focused in the Kuala 

Lumpur area where the population is high and the potential for them to travel is also much higher compared to 

other states in Malaysia. In total there were 50 respondents who took part in the survey. 40% of them (20 

persons) are from age range 18-26, 30% (15 persons) are from age range 27-36 and the remaining 30% (15 

persons) are from age range 37-56. Among these 50 respondents, 52 % (26 persons) are male and 48% (24 

persons) are female. 

As such, the survey had involved people from different age groups and gender. The number of 

respondents from different age group and gender is quite balanced. This is to avoid a biased result as people 

from different demographic groups may have different requirements, needs and expectations for the proposed 

system. 
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Figure 7. Travel frequency per year 

 

As shown in figure 7, all 50 respondents travel at least once in a year. Out of 50 respondents, 72 % of 

them travel 1-2 times in a year, 26% of them travel 3-5 times in a year and 2% of them travel more than 5 

times in a year. 

This shows that the responses provided by all respondents are applicable. Respondents should at least 

go for a trip once a year otherwise they may not have faced any problems in the trip planning process or see 

the need to have an application to solve the problems encountered. 

 

Figure 8. The use of resources for trip planning 

As shown in the bar chart of figure 8, the most widely used resource for trip planning is Internet with 

more than half of the total respondents having used it very often, followed by friends and family. Travel guide 

books, magazines or any other printed resources are used even more frequently than travel agencies. The 

result shows that people nowadays tend to plan everything by themselves using different kinds of resources 

instead of using the services provided by travel agencies. They prefer to use Internet for trip planning as it is 

the most convenient, faster and cheaper way to access a vast pool of information and services. Besides, many 

respondents ask for help from friends and family for trip planning. There may be two probable explanations 

for this. First, their friends and family had visited the same travel destination before, so the respondents ask 

them for suggestions on places to visit and places to eat. Second, they are not involved in trip planning but 

may rely on their friends and family for planning the trip. 

Based on the result, it shows that nowadays more and more people prefer to plan trip by themselves. 

The proposed system which intends to help people on planning trip is therefore feasible. 
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Figure 9. Problem faced during the trip 

 

As shown in figure 9, out of 50 respondents, 72% of them (36 persons) have planned a trip on their 

own before while the remaining 28% have not. Among those 36 respondents who had planned their own trips 

before, only 4 respondents think that they did not face any problems during trip planning while the remaining 

32 respondents had faced different kinds of problem during trip planning.  

Based on the result, the common problems faced by tourists while choosing places to visit and eat in a 

trip include time-consuming to find the places they prefer, time-consuming to find places that cannot be 

“missed out” at the destination, afraid of choosing places which were found unworthy of visiting later on in 

the trip and other participants in a same trip may not like the places that they have chosen to visit. To solve the 

first two problems, the proposed system should prioritize the list of attractions and restaurants based on ratings 

and filter the available options of attractions and restaurants based on tourists’ preferences such as restaurants, 

shopping, sights & landmarks, nature and more. To avoid choosing places that were found unworthy of 

visiting, the proposed system should let its users to read the reviews provided by peer users on the places they 

had planned to visit, so that they know what to be expected at those places. To prevent the last problem, the 

proposed system should let all the participants in a trip to view the itinerary of that trip and the information of 

every place in the itinerary at any given time and provide a discussion area for them to give their opinions. 

 

 
Figure 10. Preferable search criteria for trip application 
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As shown in figure 10, it can be concluded that people would like to search by destination, types of 

attractions/restaurants and rating of the place when searching for places to visit and eat during a trip. The 

proposed system will also provide all these search criteria to help its users on finding their desired attractions 

and restaurants more effectively and efficiently. 

 

4. A Framework of Trip Advisory and Planning System  

 

This section will provide a detailed discussion on the process flow and the proposed framework for the trip 

advisory and planning system, which incorporates the k-means clustering algorithm.  

 

4.1 Sequence of Steps in the Auto Arrange Itinerary Function 

The trip organiser can choose to auto-arrange the itinerary for a trip. The system will assign places close to 

each other to the same day of visit to help travelers on reducing unnecessary transportation time and cost. This 

is done by using the k-means clustering algorithm. The k-means algorithm is used to group points similar with 

each other into a number of clusters, k specified by the trip organiser. In the case of the proposed system, k 

would be number of travelling days and points would be places of interest.  

When the trip details page is first loaded, the system will retrieve the details of each chosen place such as 

place name, place photo and location from Google Places API by using the place Id stored in the database. 

While retrieving the details of each place, an array will be created to store the location of the place in the form 

of latitude and longitude. This array will then be added into another array to create the required clusters.  

When the request is complete, the system will display an alert to inform the user that the auto-arrange result is 

ready and asks the user to reload the page to get an updated itinerary, as shown in figure 11 below. 

 

 
Figure 11. Sequence Diagram for Auto Arrange Itinerary Function 
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4.2 A Framework for Trip Advisory and Planning System using K-Means Algorithm 

 

Figure 12 shows the framework of the proposed system that divides the system into three components which 

are input, search processing and the output. 

 

 

Figure 12. A Framework of the trip advisory and planning system incorporating the k-means algorithm 

 

Based on figure 12, the input components need the users to give input on the start and end dates of the trip, 

destination details and points of interest which refers to the places to visit. Besides that the users are allowed 

to choose auto arrange date by the system, invite trip participants, modify trip details and chatting options to 

discuss trip details with all participants 

 

4.2.1 K-Means Clustering Algorithm 

The system also has an auto arrange itinerary feature which generates an itinerary for users based on the 

duration of their stay and the places they have chosen to visit. This is accomplished with the use of the k-

means clustering algorithm, which group places closest to each other by referring to their geographical 

locations found in the form of their respective longitudes and latitudes. 
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Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique used to group data objects into clusters based on 

their similarity. These clustering algorithms can be broadly categorised as partition or hierarchical based, but 

other categories like density-based, grid-based, model-based and categorical data clustering algorithms have 

also emerged over the years with the advent of new data sets [15].  All partition based clustering algorithms 

aim to create clusters with low inter-cluster and high intra cluster object similarities. This is done with the use 

of some function, usually a distance matrix as in the case of the k-means algorithm. 

According to Wu and Kumar [16], k-means is one of the most widely used algorithms in data mining and is 

relatively simple to implement and is fast when it comes to partitioning a data set into a number of clusters, k, 

as specified by the user. K-means uses Euclidean distance to measure the distance between the data points in a 

data set. Euclidean distance is measured by calculating the straight-line distance between two points, as shown 

in the formula in figure 13 below.  

 

Figure 13. Euclidean distance function 

The k-means algorithm intends to minimize the Euclidean distance between data points and their nearest 

cluster representative (centroid) and ensures that each data point belongs to exactly one cluster [16].  The 

steps in the k-means algorithm are as follows [17]: 

1. Cluster the data points (i.e. the places to visit) into k groups where k is defined as the number of travel 

days. 

2. Select k data points at random as each cluster centre/centroid. 

3. Assign data points to their closest cluster centre according to the Euclidean distance function. 

4. Calculate the centroid or mean of all data points in each cluster. 

5. Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the same points are assigned to each cluster in consecutive rounds. 

The k-means algorithm however has some limitations. The first limitation lies in the number of clusters 

identified, k which must be specified in advance, but this requires prior knowledge of the given data set or 

trying with several different values to determine the optimal value of k. The second problem is poor choices of 

initial centroids will cause the formation of poor clusters [16]. The third problem is that k-means is sensitive 

to outliers which will cause the centroids to be formed improperly [16].  

As k-means is being used, the limitation of k-means algorithm should be eliminated or reduced to produce a 

result that is more accurate and satisfactory for the user. As mentioned above, the first problem of k-means is 

the value for k, the number of clusters. In the case of the proposed system, k would be the number of 

travelling days, each day can be one cluster which have places (data points) close to each other so that 

travelers can visit them together to save on transport time and cost. The second problem is the poor choice of 

initial centroids as this will cause the clusters to be formed improperly. As the initial choice of centroids is 

done randomly, and since this is the nature of the algorithm, this problem is inevitable. The effect of this 

problem is reduced by running the algorithm repeatedly until each cluster is formed properly or it has 

exceeded the maximum number of tries set in the system. Rani, Nur Kholidah and Nurul Huda [18] have also 

made similar recommendations to run k-means several times with different initial centroids to produce the 
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best clusters. In this system, if users are still not satisfied with the results, the system will suggest that the 

users try the auto-arrange feature for alternative results. 

 

4.2.2 APIs and Library use for the Proposed System 

One of the major functions of the proposed system is to let users to search for tourist attractions and 

restaurants within the Southeast Asia area and read their details. To achieve this purpose, the proposed will 

utilize Google Places API Web Service.  

There are three services provided by Google Places API: Place Autocomplete, Place Search and Place 

Details. Place Autocomplete will predict places based on textual search strings and geographical bounds [19] 

(Google Developers, 2018). In the proposed system, users must specify the country to be visited and this will 

become the geographical bound. After that, users enter a state name or a city name and this will become the 

search string. Place Autocomplete services will then autocomplete the state/city name. The output of place 

autocomplete will be passed to Place Search service. The type of place search service to be used is text search 

service. This service will return a list of places based on the provided string [19]. The default string is “sights+ 

landmarks+ in+ (output of Place Autocomplete)”. Users can restrict the list to return places which match a 

specific place type such as shopping, museum, restaurants, outdoors and more. 

The string will be altered and one more parameter (place type) will be passed to the request. Besides 

returning a list of places, the system would also embed a map to mark all the places in the place list. This can 

be done by using another API provided by Google, which is Google Maps JavaScript API. Lastly, Place 

Details can be used to retrieve information about a specific place [20]. After users choose one of the places in 

the search result list, the system will retrieve and display information of that place which includes contact 

number, website URL, address, opening hours, photos and reviews. 

The main reason of choosing web services provided by Google is because Google is the largest and 

most widely-used search engine [21], hence the information provided by Google would be more complete and 

updated. Besides, the place information would be auto-updated by Google, and this can eliminate the need for 

a system administrator to manually update it from time to time.  

For the library functions, PHPMailer library is chosen to send notification emails to all the 

participants in a trip when trip details such as name, start date and/or end date are modified by the trip 

organiser, or if a trip is cancelled by the organiser, new attractions or restaurants are added to or removed from 

the itinerary of the trip. 

 

5. Conclusions  

 

It is a fact that social media has great influence on tourists’ decision-making process. The proposed system 

will thus utilize the power of word-of-mouth (reviews) to facilitate the decision-making process of tourists 

when choosing places to visit and eat during a trip. After comparing four different travel recommendation 

approaches that can be used to solve the information overload problem in the tourism industry, the proposed 

system will use knowledge-based recommendation to suggest a list of attractions and restaurants for users 

based on their specified needs (destination and type of attractions or restaurants). Lastly, after comparing four 

similar systems which include TripAdvisor, TripHobo, Sygic and Facebook as shown in Table 1(a) and Table 

1(b), the proposed system aims to incorporate the good features of each system (reviews, itinerary planner and 

group trip discussion) and add some additional features to solve the problems identified in trip planning.   

A web-based system is proposed to solve all the problems discussed. It can help tourists to search for 

attractions and restaurants faster as it lets users to filter available options according to their preferred 

categories. The system also prioritizes the result based on the ratings of these places. It is social media based 

which means that it lets the users to share reviews and opinions regarding the places they had visited with 

each other. This will aid tourists in decision making when deciding attractions and restaurants for a trip. This 

system will let users to create trip and invite participants to join the created trip. After users search and choose 

the attractions and restaurants for the created trip, the system will assist users in constructing the itinerary. 

Users can even choose to allow the system to auto-arrange the itinerary. The system will assign places close to 

each other to same day so they are visited together to save on unnecessary transportation cost and time. A map 

will be provided to mark the locations of all chosen places in the trip. This system also provides a discussion 

area for all the participants in a trip to discuss and plan their trip together. This system is ideal for a group of 

people who want to plan their trip by themselves. 
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5.1 Tangible Benefits 

 

 Reduced workload of tourists who plan trips by themselves. They do not have to record the attractions 

and restaurants for a trip manually and use a spreadsheet or document to draw the itinerary. They can 

use this system to search for the attractions and restaurants and add the ones they like directly into the 

itinerary which is provided upon the creation of the trip. Tourists also can choose to auto-arrange the 

itinerary based on the chosen places. The system will assign places close to each other in same day to 

ensure that they are visited together. 

 Time-saving. Tourists can easily search for attractions and restaurants based on categories of places. 

The system will also prioritize the list of suggested places based on the ratings of those places. 

 Cost-saving. Tourists can plan their trips by themselves and save on the commissions paid to travel 

agents. 

5.2 Intangible Benefits 

 

 Facilitating decision making. Tourists can read the reviews and ratings provided by other users for 

each place to know what is to be expected in each place. 

 Easier planning. A map is provided to mark the locations of all chosen attractions and restaurants in a 

trip which help users to know the geographical distribution of all places chosen. 

 Easier communication and sharing. All participants in a trip can view the itinerary and the information 

of every place in the itinerary by using the system at any time anywhere without the need for the trip 

organiser to manually share this information. 

 Increased satisfaction for all trip participants. Participants in a trip can view the itinerary of that trip 

and be involved in the discussions and planning of that trip. Even if they do not want to be involved in 

the discussions, they would still know what has been decided and planned 
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